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INTERVIEWER:  Okay so this interview is between Lynn Zwald Smith and 

myself, Laura Madden.  Today is Tuesday, June 21st, 2016, and we’re meeting at Lynn’s house 

and we’re discussing her memories surrounding her time as a student at Georgia Baptist 

Hospital’s School of Nursing in Atlanta Georgia.  Okay, so the first question is describe the 

thought process that went into your decision to become a nurse.  

LYNN SMITH:    Well I really . . . especially growing up with a father who 

was assistant administrator, I started attending cappings and graduations at the age of six.  So my 

dad, pretty much that’s all we talked about was me becoming a nurse at Georgia Baptist.  The 

more I got involved . . . my first job was as a nursing assistant under Susan Gunby . . . under her 

original name and also Fay Davis – two nurses that probably influenced my decision most, about 

deciding to enter the school.  So by the time I got to my junior year and started thinking about 

college it was just – that was the only option.  I mean I didn’t think that I should do anything 

else.  I always wanted to be a nurse, so that kind of prompted me to go that direction, and my dad 

of course encouraging me and hurrah-ing every step of the way . . . so that really is kind of what 

led to it.  I just got brought up into it, and couldn’t imagine doing anything else. 

INTERVIEWER:  So I know why you probably chose Georgia Baptist, but 

just tell us why you chose to go to Georgia Baptist.  

LYNN SMITH:  Well, I know from my dad and especially from being 

involved with some of the nursing service administrators that the Georgia Baptist graduates were 

really acclaimed throughout the Southeast, that we were superior as far as the amount of clinical 

skills, and just really did not feel at that time that there was another nursing program that came 

close to the number of clinical hours that we would have.  I just wanted to be able to come out of 

a nursing program feeling well-prepared and immediately ready to move into the work force 

without even thinking or being concerned about it.  So that’s really kind of what prompted me.  

INTERVIEWER:  So did you consider any other programs?  

LYNN SMITH:  No I did not.  Really from early on in my teenage years that 

was pretty much what I talked to my dad about, and so that’s really . . . I did not think about 

anyplace else or going anyplace else or doing anything else.  

INTERVIEWER:  Were you aware . . . in nursing we’re still trying to get the 

baccalaureate degree, in the mid sixties was when the ANA (American Nurses Association) 

came out and said they wanted to make the baccalaureate degree entry level and that diploma and 

associate would be technical nurses.  Were you aware of all of that at the time?  
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LYNN SMITH:  No, not at the time.  I was not.  I had not really thought 

about . . . because I know we did Tift, but we did the Tift courses during our freshman year, but I 

probably just had tunnel vision at the time and just focused on the program, not really thinking 

about anything else, and really didn’t become cognizant about that until probably two or three 

years after I graduated from nursing school. 

INTERVIEWER:  Okay, even when you were there did the instructors talk 

about or encourage you to go back to school? 

LYNN SMITH:   No, no.  Not that I can remember.  So it was just pretty 

much that we’d be coming out of our program well prepared and well developed.  

INTERVIEWER:  So talk about the classes.  Tell me about how the classes 

were structured and the memories you have of your classes there.  

LYNN SMITH:  I remember the first year because we had to get our yellow 

lab coats with our names so that if, over in the School of Nursing, if we were going from the 

school of nursing to the hospital that people would know who we were.  So I remember about 

being really excited about finally getting into the fundamentals of nursing.  We had a small lab 

where we could work on doing some CPR (cardiopulmonary resuscitation) and also bed changes 

and just some basic things like that and kind of learning on each other with blood pressures and 

other things that were involved.  So, um, I really liked the way the program was structured so 

where we kind of got the core systems, core subjects out of the way during that freshman year 

and then we could just move on to the clinical.  I loved the way the clinical and the theory were 

set up because we were able to immediately practice on – not only on each other but move into 

being able to work.  At that point in time you could still work as a student at Georgia Baptist but 

that went by the wayside several years later.  But I worked pretty much every weekend, so I was 

implementing what I was learning pretty quickly, which really made it nice.  

INTERVIEWER:  How were you there . . . were they still allowing the 

students to give medicine, on the weekends? 

LYNN SMITH:   Yes.  In fact, I was usually the medication nurse.  I worked 

on 4 East under Mrs. Wise.  So I was pretty much there every weekend, and doing medication 

assessment, and getting the IV’s (intravenous) set up for the IV team, and, you know, 

administering medication and doing injections and narcotics.  We were doing it all.  

INTERVIEWER:  Can you imagine that today?  

LYNN SMITH:  No, no I can’t.  The tragedy is that it was nice to be able to 

do that because it just kind of solidified what I was learning and made it easier to, you know, be 
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able to retain it, and use it, so . . . Looking back, I can’t imagine that it would have been any 

other way.  It was really . . . there were so many nurses – head nurses and supervisors and 

Carolyn Rich, you know, was there.  

INTERVIEWER:  I remember her.  

LYNN SMITH:   Also Sybil Brown, and there were quite a few people that I 

just really looked up to and I had the opportunity to kind of be like a learning preceptor under 

them, so they were so patient and so wonderful with me as a nursing assistant.  Before I even got 

in the nursing school I worked on 3 west, as I mentioned under Mrs. Gunby and also under Fay 

Davis.  So they started teaching me how to do catheterizations.  So I was doing some basic things 

already.  In fact, my first patient died, when I was sixteen.  So I was just really in the trenches, 

really learning everything I needed to learn . . .  Those two nurses spent so much time with me 

making sure that I understood procedures and the reasons that we did things and what was the 

correct way to do them and what was the incorrect way.  They spent a ton of time with me during 

those couple of summers when I worked as a nursing assistant.  So I really did enter into the 

program feeling like I already had some advantages.  During our first year, when we got into the 

hospital we lost half of our class when we were dealing with patient deaths.  Um, because there 

were a lot of people [dying] and students could not handle it.  I had already been through that and 

kind of, you know, moved on from there, and was able to deal with it. In fact a lady that was in 

our church ended up with leukemia and I ended up taking care of her, and she died during the 

time that I was actually working on the floor.  So but I still remembered her, remembered her 

family.  

Um, I think one of the things that Dr. Gunby and Fay Davis taught me the most was to be 

empathetic, you know, to be listening to what your patients are telling you.  Don’t make 

assumptions.  Ask lots of questions.  Learn what’s going on with them.  Watch.  You know, be 

observant.   Even when we got into moving on to the further classes with intensive care, I 

remember with Shirley Rawlins, because she was the instructor we had when I was up in the ICU 

(intensive care unit).   One of my first days there, we ended up with a patient that was coming off 

the ventilator and had transferred him down to just oxygen. So I sat there at the bedside watching 

this patient and I can remember Dr. Rawlins coming up to me and just asked me about why I 

decided to do that, why did I decide to sit there.  I said I just really felt like if there were going to 

be any changes I needed to be aware of it and if I needed to be astute in looking for it.  So all of 

the instructors kind of gave us those things to you know help make us more effective as nurses 

and really learn, firsthand, what it was we needed to be doing.  So it floored me.  I can remember 

thinking about going into ICU, absolutely scared me to death.  I mean absolutely scared to death.  
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It’s so funny, one of the things I remember most from my surgery rotation is the first day that I 

was in OR (operating room), I was to be scrubbed in with Dr. Grover Anderson 

INTERVIEWER:  I remember that name.  

LYNN SMITH:  I walked in and introduced myself, and he said, “Now I 

want you to listen to me very clearly, I don’t want your damn hands anywhere near any of the 

instruments on the surgical field.  Stand there and just look pretty and just watch what I’m 

doing.”  I just kind of went, “Oh, my, gosh, what have I gotten myself into?!”  About a week 

after that I started kind of laughing with Dr. Anderson about it and he said, “I just say that to 

everybody.”  And um, so it was one of those memories that stayed with me, and I did not want to 

do surgery rotation after that.  It was definitely not something that I wanted to go into but I did 

learn some wonderful things from him, about surgical technique and maintaining a sterile field 

and so even though I was there, I was still watching and learning what he was trying to teach.  

 INTERVIEWER:  So the doctors were part of the instruction just as much as 

the nursing staff? 

LYNN SMITH:  Exactly, right.  They were teaching and helping us to learn 

as we went along, which was nice.  Some of them were so empathetic and others you just knew 

you better be on your Ps and Qs when you were in the OR with them.  But I did, I learned a ton.  

Colleen Ross was there, and Barbara Comer.  In fact we just lost Barbara Comer last year.  So 

both of them had been there probably gosh probably about fifteen or twenty years by the time I 

actually came through, and they were really good about spending some time with us and doing 

some teaching.  It was so nice to kind of see it from the physician’s standpoint but see it from the 

nursing standpoint as well. It really did help give another level to my learning.  

INTERVIEWER:  Anything else you want to talk about clinical?  Where did 

you do your mental health clinical?  

LYNN SMITH:   I actually did it on a psychiatric facility on Juniper Street.  

It was a small – probably only had about thirty patients – it was downtown, yeah.  Probably dealt 

with more alcoholics than anything else.  Um, it was definitely another learning experience 

because I hadn’t had any opportunity to be around anybody with any kind of mental disorder, so 

. . .  It was a good time and again, the charge nurses that were there were super with us, helping 

us to understand why we were doing things a certain way and maintain security and keeping the 

doors locked and all those things that you don’t think about anyplace else, realizing you’re 

locked in, so if anything happens.  We actually went over to the Grady burn unit and we spent a 

week over there. 
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INTERVIEWER:  That was probably advanced Med-Surg –  

LYNN SMITH:  Yes.  It was probably one of the places where it had the 

deepest impact on me, especially with the coming in and going in the next day and doing the 

scrubbing and moving the escar and the screams, and we had a child while we were there which 

was really hard, a child about six whose mom had put her in boiling hot water in the bathtub 

because she was angry with her.  And um, so I mean it was . . . just watching that poor child just 

really struggling and trying to figure out why she was going through all this and why her mom 

did this to her, um, so I spent a ton of time with her but it was probably the one, the impact . . . I 

walked away with a lot of bad memories, not really things that I wanted to really think about. 

Those nurses that do that . . . I don’t see how they do it.  I really don’t.  The screams that would 

come out of those tubbing rooms and knowing what they would have to do that day, and they 

just dealt with it.  

INTERVIEWER:  It takes a special nurse to do that.  

LYNN SMITH:  It really does.  I said well I definitely cannot do this.  The 

other part of it is I enjoy pediatrics, um, but again, I had a young child that was five and a half, 

that had leukemia and died during the time that I was up there.  So it was another one where we 

were – 

INTERVIEWER:  Where’d you do your pediatrics?  

LYNN SMITH:  It was actually up on 6 North, at Baptist.  That was 

probably the biggest impact, was just learning to help the family to move through that, and also 

helping the child at the same time and being able to be effective for both of them as patient and 

parents, which was not easy to do.  So, um, I remember doing orthopedics and neuro.  They 

moved neuro down to the same floor where nursing service was and so . . . I hated orthopedics.  I 

did not like orthopedics, and uh, it was just one of those things.  It was not my cup of tea.  I 

really didn’t enjoy it.  But we also had some oncology, especially with Dr. Jay Baker and Dr. 

Stan Whitaker.  In fact, they had a huge number of patients that went through at that point in 

time.  So, um, I really felt like I had a good exposure to all the different areas.  And definitely 

felt like I walked away with what I needed to know, but also at the same time helped me think 

about where I wanted to move, going forward, after school, what did I want to do, thinking about 

each one of those rotations, being affected by – trying to make a good decision about what I was 

going to do, once I got out of school.  

INTERVIEWER:  What did you end up doing?  
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LYNN SMITH:  I ended up going to 2 East, and I originally started as a 

charge nurse, and then while we were doing that, they started talking about trying to bring 

patients out of the unit that were receiving parenteral nutrition, um because they were required – 

hospital required them at that point in time to be in the unit.  They had started talking to me 

about whether or not I’d be willing to help head up a unit and convert it from a 31 bed surgical 

floor to Oncology and Hyperalimentation.  So I decided I wanted to do that.  It sounded like it 

would be a great challenge.  Um, so we thought that we were three months away from bringing 

our first patient out of the unit and onto the floor.  Because I was trying to get through – making 

sure everybody was certified in dressing changes and we did the pump-in services and all that, 

and one of the patients at that point in time was a nurse.  And um, she was in the unit.  She had 

ulcerative colitis.  She’d had multiple resections.  She brought in a TV and something that just 

absolutely affected all the Telemetry units in the unit.  Yeah, so it was a mess.  So Mr. Peale 

comes down and says, “I know you think you were going to be doing this 90 days from now but 

guess what?  You’re doing it as of tomorrow.”  I went, “okay.”  So I don’t know what I’m going 

to do, but okay, we’ll just deal with it.  So it was really interesting because she was a nurse, and 

she’d done a lot of her care at home, even receiving her TPN (Total Parenteral Nutrition) fluids, 

so she taught us.  She really did.  And she was tremendous.  It was certainly one of those things 

that didn’t happen the way that we wanted it to happen, and we definitely didn’t feel like we 

were the most prepared but we got through it.  Luckily, she was the first one and then we didn’t 

have another one for about six or eight weeks, so we were able to finish out the rest of the in-

services and get everybody up to speed.  But I really enjoyed it.  Dr. Baker at that point in time 

had decided that he wanted to set aside one unit where all of his patients, um, were situated.  Um, 

yes, it got to be really, really heavy.  They had a huge practice, and we probably about 70% of 

the floor was oncology.  At the height, we were averaging about three deaths a week.  It was, um, 

we were busy.  We were really, really busy. 

INTERVIEWER:  That’s tough on staff. 

LYNN SMITH:  It is.  It really was.  It was wonderful to have the chaplains 

onboard because they could come up and help with the family.  Sometimes the nurses were 

struggling with the high level of deaths we got dealt with in and out on a day to day basis.  But 

Dr. Baker was tremendous.  He wanted things done a particular way.  We were not allowed to 

put NPO (nothing by mouth) signs over the bed of any of his patients.  He said, “My patients are 

dying and if they want something to drink or something to eat you’re going to give it to them.  It 

doesn’t matter what may be coming the next day, my patient is what takes priority.”  So he was 

very specific with us about how things were to be done.  He was very patient-oriented.  He was 

one of the kindest physicians I think I’ve ever spent any time with. S o it was, uh, we probably 

partnered together and I had an incredible charge nurse, Beth Waskovich.  Um, in fact her dad 
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was, he was, I think he was in charge of maybe what was across the way- I think he was the head 

of purchasing, if I remember correctly.  And uh, she was an LPN, but she was one of the best 

nurses I’ve ever worked with.  So it was phenomenal, between Dr. Baker and myself and Beth, 

we were really able to build a strong bond and to implement some of the things that he wanted 

and the exact way he wanted things to happen on the unit.  So it was something that I definitely 

felt like I was prepared for because I’d done all the medications – those learning situations on the 

weekend and being able to move directly into it.  Loved the IV (intravenous) team at that point in 

time was mainly Filipino and again, incredible nurses, just really, really good nurses, so we got 

to really work as a team even though they were all in another department.  So overall, after we 

got past the fear of bringing the first patient out, very unexpectedly, um, I loved working there.  

Really enjoyed it.  

 INTERVIEWER:  Let me go back to the working on the weekends when you 

were in school.  Did a lot of your classmates work on the weekends?  Did most of them, or –  

LYNN SMITH:  No, probably less than 1%. I just wanted to feel like that 

um, I could get the extra time and really could come out just ready to jump in to doing what I 

needed to do, as a nurse.  So, um, I had classmates that would occasionally work on the 

weekends, but I was probably the only one that did it just about every weekend. 

INTERVIEWER:  You were local so you could have gone home. 

LYNN SMITH:  Yes, yes.  I could have.  

INTERVIEWER:  Did most of your classmates go home on the weekends.  

LYNN SMITH:   Yes, yes.  I was usually the only – there weren’t very many 

people who were left up there on the weekends at all.  My suite-mates, they all went home on the 

weekends. It was mainly just me.  

INTERVIEWER:  Same way with me, too.  I was from Florida so I never 

went home.  

LYNN SMITH:  That’s right.  Long trip.  So it was really nice to be able to 

have the interactions, you know with the Filipinos and so many of the nurses that were on the 

floor, as a nursing student, and then being able to work with them, you know, as I moved from 

clinical to just doing things day in and day out.  I felt everything that I had done really led me up 

to being qualified to be a really good nurse, uh, when I got out of school.  I had a lot of 

confidence because of what I’d learned, going back even in to those days when I was a nursing 

assistant, so just being able to build on that step by step was really wonderful.  
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INTERVIEWER:  Okay so let’s see.  So talk about  - do you remember any 

kind of hierarchy between, among, like freshmen, juniors, seniors or the difference between the 

three classes?  So talk about that and maybe some of the traditions surrounding the different 

years.  

LYNN SMITH:  Well, I loved the, you know, the black band parties, and 

getting the stripes that we got for our junior year.  Then being little sisters to a class –  

INTERVIEWER:  So talk about that.  How did you pick your Little Sisters? 

LYNN SMITH:  She was actually in the School of Nursing choir with me, 

and we just got to become really good friends because we sat close to each other.  She was a 

soprano and so was I, and just loved her to death.  She was one of the sweetest people.  She 

asked me if I would consider doing that for her, that she felt like it would be a good help.  So her 

name is Karen Lambert.  Ran into her two or three years ago.  Couldn’t believe it, after all this 

time.   And um, she was still talking about what we were able to do with the choirs, some of the 

things we learned, so . . . 

I enjoyed getting our cap.  I still remember that.  I still have my cape.  My cape actually came 

from – there was a nursing supervisor.  Her name was Mrs. Gibson.  I think she worked three to 

eleven with Miss Hale.  She kind of took me under her wing.  In fact she invited – she loved on 

Coventry Road, right off of Ponce de Leon.  

INTERVIEWER:  Yeah, I used to live off Coventry Road, after I graduated. 

That’s so funny.  

LYNN SMITH:  Oh my God.  So she invited me over a lot of weekends, 

even after I’d just gotten started, and she gave me her cape.  And she had grown out . . . Her 

school of nursing . . . she was like in the 40s or something? I t was a Georgia Baptist cape and 

those were totally made out of wool, and so you couldn’t find them like that. I still have it.  I still 

have, I think, last time I checked, I think my yellow smock.  

INTERVIEWER:  Do you still have that?  I didn’t keep that.  I kept my 

uniform - you remember on the last day of clinical.  I kept that.  I have it in my office on this 

little dress form that everybody signed and drew pictures on.  

LYNN SMITH:  How neat.  I thoroughly enjoyed it.  I remember for the 

black band our class physician was Dr. Pano Lamos.  He was a vascular surgeon.  Our theme for 

our black band was like, Southern Tradition and we used the magnolias and things like that from 

the south as kind of our theme.  So I just have a lot of really pleasant memories for each one of 

those activities.  We still had the, in our freshman year, we had to spend some time over in the 
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gym with Major Netherland.  We did some basketball.  We did a lot of swimming, um, bowling 

– that was down there.  

INTERVIEWER:  I forgot the bowling alley.  That place had everything, 

didn’t it?  

LYNN SMITH:  [laughs].  It did.  It really did.  In fact, Major Netherland, 

she actually went to the same church I did at the time, North Druid Hills, and I got to know her 

mother very well.  Her mother reminded me a great deal of my grandmother.  I lost her at the age 

of six, and um, so Mrs. Netherland just became like my second grandmother.  So between her 

and Miss Gibson I felt like I had two grandmothers.  And um, my grandmothers – one had 

already died and one was in Florida and I really never saw her very much.  So it was nice and 

they were both just incredible.  Helped me get through.  I loved getting to know Major 

Netherland’s mother.  She just was a sweetheart.  There were so many kind of side things that 

came from each one of those things that I did, and I have a lot of pleasant memories.  I really do.  

Enjoyed going there.  Enjoyed the education that I got.  And uh, wouldn’t take anything at all for 

all that I learned and for all of the different people that helped teach me, and helped get me to the 

point where I felt like I was a competent nurse. 

INTERVIEWER:   It was very much like a family. 

LYNN SMITH:   It was, yes, very much.  Even though I was here I stayed in 

the dorm. I wanted to do that so I wasn’t coming back and forth, so I got to know most of the 

house mothers. I still remember the rules, when we, and um, were sitting, you remember you had 

to make sure if your boyfriend was there they had to see all four feet on the floor.  I can 

remember them making rounds and making sure everybody was doing what they were supposed 

to, sitting back there because my – my husband and I were already engaged as of my freshman 

year.  So we knew that we wanted to wait until I got out of school, to actually get married. So he 

was going to Georgia State and I was at Georgia Baptist, so he was over there a lot.  

INTERVIEWER:  Georgia State was an all commuter school then.  

LYNN SMITH:  It was, yes.  Totally, totally commuter.  So I still, I had the 

memories, too – this is terrible. I shouldn’t even say it.  When the Filipinos did their cooking,  I 

don’t know what it was that they cooked – they lived in the dorm, yes, they did.  I used to tease 

them because some of the stuff they cooked was so foul-smelling . . . a couple of them I knew 

really well I used to go over there and say, “What are y’all cooking that smells so bad?”  They 

never would tell me.  

INTERVIEWER:  It was probably the spices that they cooked with –  
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LYNN SMITH:  Yeah, something strange.  So yeah all of those kind of 

helped build on those memories that were there.  

INTERVIEWER:  So talk about the instructors and how did they facilitate 

your acquisition of nursing knowledge and skills.  

LYNN SMITH:  The thing I really liked was that even though we were on 

the floor, um.  We had an instructor with us all the time.  It was nice to see, they were trying to 

make sure that we got patients that had the skills that was needed to learn.  They were there very 

close by if we had questions.  They were always immediately there if we didn’t know what to do, 

you know being able to go over to them and say, “I’m not sure what I’m supposed to do in this 

situation.  Here’s what I think.  Am I on the right track?”  Um, and I really, I loved being able to 

do a combination of the clinical and the classroom the same week.  That was also nice too. It 

kept things a little bit fresher in your mind.  Um, kind of, it also helped you look for things that at 

the same time maybe another patient might need that we could be involved with.  We got some 

exposure to everything in each particular rotation.  Um, I was actually in labor and delivery, 

something, we had somebody so close by – Sara Huddleston was one of our instructors.  Also 

Elizabeth Perry, at that point in time.  And had so much respect for Ms. Perry because she went 

back and got her nursing during her fifties.  The way I got to know her was we were – I was 

already . . . She knew I was planning to start to Georgia Baptist and when I was sixteen, she had 

been taking care of a young man; he was involved in an accident on the water.  He was being 

pulled on one of the inner tubes behind a boat.  The rope snapped and when it snapped it came 

up and threw the valve directly into his head.  He was in a coma for probably 80 or 90 days and 

when he did come out of the coma he could talk but he was not able to walk.  Elizabeth Perry 

stayed one on one with him until she got him to the point he had a little bit of a limp because all 

of the paralysis had been resolved except for his Achilles tendon, and he dragged that foot.  So 

she asked me, she said it would really be a huge help – he doesn’t really feel comfortable talking 

to anybody right now, would you go out on a date with him?  

INTERVIEWER:  Even though you were engaged? 

LYNN SMITH:  Yeah.  So I said I will do that as a friend, just to, at least to 

be able to help him, but . . . Elizabeth Perry was another individual.  

Joanne Adams taught us IV therapy.  She was right there the day that I did my first catheter 

insertion.  Did it with a butterfly.  Got it the first time out.  I was just absolutely thrilled.  There 

were so many of them up in Labor and Delivery.  I was trying to remember who was with us up 

in Labor and Delivery . . . 

INTERVIEWER:  Miss Wiemer?  Did you have Miss Wiemer?  
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LYNN SMITH:  No.  I can’t remember who actually was there.  Um, 

Pediatrics.  I can’t remember.  I remember Miss Greene. 

INTERVIEWER:  All your pediatrics were at Georgia Baptist?  

LYNN SMITH:  Yes.  Miss Greene and Shirley Rawlins were the ones I had 

in Advanced Med-Surg as well.  Mrs. Godfrey.  She taught us Med-Surg – yes it was Betty.  

That’s it.  I still remember to this day, we were learning chest tubes, she came in with a set of 

chest tubes and at the end of the long tubing was a picture of red lips.  It was hysterical.  She 

used that to teach us about the suction.  It was a really unique way. 

INTERVIEWER:  They were glass bottles.  

LYNN SMITH:  Yes, they were glass bottles.  So it was hysterical.  She died 

that year.  She apparently had started having some renal problems and didn’t tell anybody and 

died very unexpectedly.  Now I can remember it shook us all up because she was one of my 

favorite instructors.  She made nursing so much fun.  You never knew what she was going to 

walk in and say in the classroom.  But you kept it, just because she made it fun.  Every day was 

an adventure with her.  What are we going to do today?  How’s she going to teach us today? 

All of the instructors, I can’t think of a single instructor that I would have anything negative to 

say about.  I really would not.  I felt like each one of them. 

INTERVIEWER:  Any of them make you nervous?  You never cried? 

LYNN SMITH:  No.  I really can’t think of any.  And like I said, I don’t 

have any negative experiences at all with them.  I loved doing each rotation.  It’s like they hand-

picked the instructors for each rotation.  They were so good at, um, what they did, and the 

number of years of clinical experience that they had . . .  It really was a wonderful opportunity.  

And my mom had been a nurse at Georgia Baptist, and then she and my dad got engaged in 

1953.  

INTERVIEWER:  It was really all in the family wasn’t it? 

LYNN SMITH:  Yes.  At that time, they did not allow you to be married.  So 

my mom had to drop out.  She finished up her first year but that’s as far as she went.  So my 

mother went back to school at the same time that I did.  

INTERVIEWER:  At Georgia Baptist?  
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LYNN SMITH:  She went to Georgia State.  So both of us were going 

through the nursing program at the same time.  And I know she would talk to me a lot about the 

way her classes were structured.  

INTERVIEWER:  Was that an associate program?  

LYNN SMITH:  It was an associate program.  She had very little clinical 

experience whatsoever.  She had a ton of theory.  I always felt like you could learn the theory, 

but if I was going to be more adept in one, I’d rather be more adept in the clinical, and then learn 

the theory as I went along.  So I got kind of an inner glimpse at the way another program 

worked.  And, um, some of the anxiety that she had about going to do things the first time 

because there really wasn’t anybody there.  They did a lot of their rotations . . . they were at 

Crawford Long, they were at Piedmont, Georgia Baptist.  They were sent to different areas but 

they didn’t have the coverage that we did with the instructors.  It really gave me the opportunity 

to see another program and know that the program that we had really was the best one.  Which I 

already felt like it was, but it just kind of solidified that.  Yes my mom and I were going through 

nursing school at the same time so it’s really hysterical.  

INTERVIEWER:  That’s a great perspective, though.  So tell me, do you 

remember any events?  What events do you remember occurring while you were at Georgia 

Baptist that helped to make you a better nurse?  

LYNN SMITH:  Probably some of the exercises we did.  We didn’t really 

have labs then.  We would actually do some procedures, like we were doing blood pressures on 

each other.  We did . . . I was trying to think . . . So much of what we did was actually in the 

hospital.  

INTERVIEWER:  And all of that put together helped to make you a good 

nurse.  

LYNN SMITH:  It really did.  I know they have the advantage now of 

having simulated labs, which would have been incredible if we could’ve – we just kind of 

learned on each other or learned on the patient.  I would love to have been able to go the 

simulated lab route.  I think it probably would’ve made a huge difference– we didn’t have 

technology back then.  We didn’t even have computers when I was on the floor.   When I 

became head nurse on 2 East they had finally started putting in the labs on the computer and then 

we brought it up and finally we started to do some computer, but other than that, there was no 

technology whatsoever.  All the orders, everything that was did was transcribed.  We had clerks 

that did that. I think one of the things I really liked was, so many of the floors were really 
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diligent about doing the written care plans, even though they were handwritten.  That was a 

really good way that you could go through there and look at each patient and say –  

INTERVIEWER:  The Kardex, right?  

LYNN SMITH:  Yeah.  Especially on 2 East, before when I was working 

there as a student, they did an incredible job of keeping their care plans up to date.  So it really 

was great.  With the instructors, they could look at that Kardex and see okay, this is what we got 

going on today, you go here, you go here, and they kind of pointed us to the right direction.  So 

they made sure that we did some of the things that we didn’t feel comfortable doing.  So I loved 

that.  A lot of it was just taking notes and my notes would be in my pocket, things that I tried to 

jot down.  That fundamentals of nursing year, we did those few things in that room where we did 

CPR and bed changes and – 

INTERVIEWER:  That was the skills class. 

LYNN SMITH:  Exactly right.  

INTERVIEWER:  Right down the hall from the library, wasn’t it?  

LYNN SMITH:  Yep.  We were practicing doing bathing techniques.  We 

weren’t actually doing it on each other, but learning how to logroll and doing a lot of those 

things so that we had an opportunity to do that before we got onto the floor.  But beyond 

fundamental of nursing, everything else was just kind of partnering with the instructor, and them 

knowing the patients and knowing the floor, to be able to point us through what we would need 

to do to complete, you know, kind of our checklist for that week.  

INTERVIEWER:  How about extracurricular activities?  Describe any of 

those that you were involved in at GBH.  

LYNN SMITH:   I studied all the time.  

INTERVIEWER:  It was hard to be involved in things wasn’t it?  

LYNN SMITH:  Yeah, plus with me working every other weekend, I started 

doing that – I think that was in the end of my second year, because I was getting ready to go into 

seniors.  You could do it as a junior which didn’t give you any medications.  So I know I could 

go and be like a nursing assistant, which I did, so I got the exposure to some of the basic patient 

care techniques under my belt.  Once I became a senior and was able to go the next step learning 

the medications.  When I first started we didn’t have medication carts.  

INTERVIEWER:  You went to the medicine rooms?  
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LYNN SMITH:  Yes.  The little tray that you pulled out and all the 

medication was there.  We did have, of course all the narcotics were locked up.  We only had one 

set of keys.  So we were always running, trying to figure out who had the keys, so we’d get the 

medications that we needed, so . . . Most of my stuff was just working and studying. 

INTERVIEWER:  And you were in the choir?   What did the choir do? 

LYNN SMITH:  That’s right.  I was in the choir.  We did a couple of things 

at Christmas time.  We would wear our uniforms and our capes.  

INTERVIEWER:  Did you sing at Lenox Square? 

LYNN SMITH:  Yes, we did – what was the name of that musical?  

INTERVIEWER:  That was in the summer every year wasn’t it?  

LYNN SMITH:  Yes.  I can remember doing that because we had to do extra 

practicing for that.  Our pianist was Mary McCool, who was just an incredibly pianist.  

INTERVIEWER:  Did you go on a tour?  

LYNN SMITH:  No, we did not.  They weren’t doing, um – other than just 

the local things, some of the malls.  They weren’t doing the trips at all.  That came later, after –  

INTERVIEWER:  Me too. I t was kind of a recruiting thing.  

LYNN SMITH:  Yes.  

INTERVIEWER:  We would rehearse and I’m still not really sure when we 

went to Jamaica, that wasn’t really a recruiting trip. 

LYNN SMITH:  Right. Yeah.  Other than that…   

INTERVIEWER:  Were you involved in student government or . . .  

LYNN SMITH:  No.  I stayed so busy, between working and studying, that’s 

about all I did was those two things.  I would only go home – probably once every six or eight 

weeks.  I pretty much stayed up there working and studying.  It was nice on the weekends 

because everybody was gone.  So it was really quiet.  I could get a ton of studying done, go 

down to the library.  Spent a lot of time there.  That’s where most of my time went, working and 

studying.  
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INTERVIEWER:  Um, let’s see, describe some of the struggles that you 

encountered.  Did you have any? 

LYNN SMITH:  One of the things I remember . . . we were doing advanced 

Med-Surg and I was in the unit.  I was supposed to be irrigating a trach.  At that point I felt pretty 

confident that I knew my sterile technique, and I can remember my instructor telling me, you 

broke sterile technique.  It was one of those days where I did it like three or four times and I 

came close to crying that day.  “What am I doing wrong?”  I couldn’t figure out what is it that 

I’m doing wrong.  I came back and I said I am going to do this right.  I don’t care how many 

times it takes for me to come back and do this right.  I checked with Ms. Rawlins and said can I 

please do any of the irrigations that need to come up that day?  I’m doing something wrong and I 

need to figure it out.  This is really getting me mad.  And some of it, I remember that first year 

one of the things that was tough . . . I mentioned the number of students that were lost due to 

deaths.  I’d gotten to be pretty good friends with several of the students who just decided that 

they couldn’t go on.  That was really hard, too, because you built up relationships with people.  

We would work in groups together.  Um, that was a really tough quarter, at the end of that first 

quarter, when it was really tough.  

The other thing was even though we had small student to patient ratios, I never felt like I had 

enough time to do more of the listening things.  I mean, even nurses today, they don’t have time, 

really, to sit down. I t’s all now, with the number of standards of care, and all that, and 

sometimes I felt like that I was overlooking an important part of the patient’s care just because I 

couldn’t sit down with them, um, and determine what it was that we needed to work on and 

sometimes the obvious emotions that were going on with things, but other than that.   I never felt 

like I had enough time to do the total holistic approach of being able to tend to each one of the 

basic needs of the patients.  As we got more advanced, we were doing more, and we were more 

trying to make sure that each of us got the things done that we needed to.  It just never felt like 

there was enough time to get it all done.  

That continued when I got out of school.  When I was a three to eleven charge nurse, um, there 

were a lot of nights that I worked sixteen hours.  Even as head nurse I would have callouts on 

three to eleven and I didn’t have the staff and I worked, I pulled a double.  So it just went on 

from there.  To me that’s the biggest dilemma of nursing, being able to meet the standard of care 

– being able to minister and take care of your patient like you really needed to do.  It was 

something that kind of followed me and it was always a big struggle.  I got to know my patients 

really well.  I did take a lot of time to get to know them.  Especially once we had repetitious 

patients coming back and forth because at that point in time you could send somebody home and 

they’d be back in the hospital the next week.  That doesn’t happen now.  But lots of people were 

coming back.  It was a little easier because you’d have more time to spend with them because 
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you’d dealt with more than one inpatient admission.  But other than that, that was probably the 

biggest struggle, and I took it with me after I graduated, really feeling inadequate about doing the 

job that I felt like I should be doing.  That was probably one of the biggest struggles all the way, 

throughout.  

INTERVIEWER:  So how long did you work at Georgia Baptist? You don’t 

work there still? 

LYNN SMITH:  No.  I stayed until 1981.  In 1981 I had the opportunity to 

start my own home infusion therapy company.  When I was up in the neonatal nursery, when we 

did . . . After I left my head nurse days – step back one.  Um, we setup the floor.  We converted it 

to the 31 bed oncology and hyperalimentation and then Dr. Gene Harrison wanted to set up a 

metabolic support service so that we had a multi-disciplinary approach.  We had a dietician, a 

pharm-d, and a nurse, and then Dr. Harrison supervising it all.  We actually set up the program 

for adult nursing, and we became the only established metabolic support service in the southeast. 

Because of what we were able to do, um, we actually started working and helping other hospitals 

set up their metabolic support services.  

Um, I started doing some speaking engagements, um, because we were getting fairly well-known 

across the country, just because of our exposure.  I had started a parenteral-enteral nutritional 

service that is a multi-disciplinary one that still exists today, and for all these years.  I have done 

the adults and then there was a need – up in the neonatal nursery, they did not have anybody that 

was managing those babies at all.  Dr. Harrison asked me if I would be willing to go up there and 

work with them and set up a program that would help teach the residents what they needed to 

know about managing the care of these babies.  So when I went up there, I went up there by 

myself.  

INTERVIEWER:  Did you have experience with that?  

LYNN SMITH:  No.  We had a Pharm-D that was on consultation with us 

but there were two neonatologists, Dr.  Urkan and Dr. Fuad Fakerdine.  Until I got my feet wet 

and knew what I was doing I just kind of followed them.  I shadowed them for probably close to 

three months, not really doing anything, just making sure that I learned, and so I had the 

opportunity to do that.  Um, I actually set up a program for the residents, of specific ways that 

they would move through the program; learned to do the monitoring.  I developed the flowsheets 

that were used in rounds, um, every day.  

So I would go through in the morning, checking to see what labs we had, check our weights, see 

what kind of progress the baby had made overnight.  While I was there, we had had a problem 

where, because some of the babies were so small, we were trying to do the lipids.  We would 
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have them piggybacked in.  Because of the position of the babies, sometimes the lipids were 

backed up.  So I designed a tube that prevented that.  So I worked with Quest Diagnostics which 

was out in Texas, and they agreed to give me a prototype, and so we started using that and I got 

to know the president of the company.  So he knew me for I guess probably about two and a half 

years.  He’d wanted to set up a home program and asked me if I’d be willing to do it.  So I left 

inpatient nursing and moved over to metabolic support service.  So in the home we did 

antibiotics.  We did chemotherapy.  We were getting ready to do some blood transfusions in the 

home.  We took the first patient home on Medicaid, for the state.  

The Visiting Nurse Association asked me to set up a program for them, to certify their nurses in 

central dressing changes, and taking care of the patients.  So I set up an instructional program for 

them.  Got all their nurses certified in dressing changes.  So it all kind of came out of what I’d 

been able to do before I left Georgia Baptist, so I stayed there for about a little over two years. 

And the tragedy is that we had actually become wholly-owned subsidiaries, there were different 

organizations that all went into the parent company.  Once we did that the CFO (chief financial 

officer) embezzled the money that had been raised in our public offering.  So everything just 

kind of blew up in our faces.  Um, so I still can remember telling John Brady, “I just wish I had 

left you alone because you were doing fine yourself.”  Right before I left, we’d gotten a 

commitment from St. Joseph’s.  They were going to use us exclusively for seeing their patients 

home.  

So everything built on what I had learned before.  I like challenges. I’ve always liked that.  

Especially if you give me something, I like to get in there and tear it apart, figure out how to do 

it, how to fix it.  I worked on the procedure committee when I was on 2 East, so we were 

responsible for setting up all of the procedures across all of the specialties.  We did a lot of 

general things, especially legal aspects.  We helped set up policy and procedure manuals on each 

one of the units.  Um, so we were responsible for . . . I stayed really busy.  It was like a need 

would present itself and we would say ok how do I fix it?  That was an opportunity; just all these 

different experiences kind of came out of me having the wonderful education that I did at 

Georgia Baptist that allowed me to do anything that I wanted to do.   And I felt prepared to do it. 

I felt like I had enough background in established procedures that I felt comfortable, you know, 

kind of – 

INTERVIEWER:  You’ve had a pretty diverse career, and felt prepared for all 

of it.  

LYNN SMITH:  Yes, and I stayed in home care until 1990, might have been 

sooner than that.   And then I started working with law firms, which is what I do now, Legal 

Nurse Consultant. I was trying to get a job . . . my daughter had gotten pregnant at 17, so I had 
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dropped out of the job market and raised my grandson.  In fact, he’s with us now.  He’s 20.  He’s 

a firefighter/paramedic trainee.  So I had really just kind of stopped everything for three years, 

and just really became his mom.  My daughter was definitely not prepared for motherhood at 17.  

So when I needed to go back into the workplace I wanted to do something different.  And so I 

just happened to see this ad in a small Tucker newspaper that was an attorney looking to hire 

nurses for his personal injury cases. S o I went an interviewed with him and said I don’t really 

have the background for this, so how do I learn this?  I said, “Do I need to go back to school?” 

He said, “No, I’ll teach you everything you need to know.”  So I again stepped in, and asked the 

head of the head of the personal injury team, which was automobile accidents, product liability, 

wrongful death, social security – so those were the ones that I was responsible for.  We managed 

a team of six.  So we had those two nurses, another nurse that was a Georgia Baptist graduate, 

three paralegals and one billing person.  So we actually set that up.  So I totally changed from 

home care, moving into the legal field and I’ve been in it since 1990.  So that’s all I continued to 

do, after that.  

INTERVIEWER:  So you’re in school now?  

LYNN SMITH:  I was in school.  I was at Kaplan University and I was 

going to start at Georgia Baptist.  I was going to start.  I got accepted and went in and I . . . a 

little over a year ago I had a retinal branch vein occlusion in my left eye.  And, um, so my retinal 

specialist says, “Your blood pressure is out of control. You’ve got to cut back on something. You 

cannot continue to do this.”  And um, so I just withdrew for health reasons, at that point in time, 

just said, you know, my health is more important.  

INTERVIEWER:  Have you tried to go back to school any other time over the 

years?  

LYNN SMITH:  No, really not.  The reason I started is, um, I was having… 

I worked for a law firm for 14 and a half years and became a reduction in force individual who 

lost my job after 14 years.  

What I wanted to do was I wanted to go into maternal health nursing.  I wanted to go back into 

the hospital setting, uh, and then once I started doing that I either had to have my BSN (Bachelor 

of Science in Nursing) or I needed to be in a program.  So I could not even get anybody to talk to 

me.  So I said, “Okay, I’ll go back to school and I’ll start doing this and I’ll figure out a way that 

I . . .  I really wanted to do that.”  I always enjoyed doing Labor and Delivery and postpartum.  It 

was kind of one of my loves.  I wanted to go to work at Northside, because I knew they had such 

a huge number of deliveries there.  They wouldn’t talk to me because I didn’t have a degree.  I 

even applied for doing – they had like some of those internship positions and I applied for those. 
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They wouldn’t accept me for that.  So I said well, I want to do this, so I’ll just go back to school.  

So at that point in time, I needed to do something online.  Georgia Baptist did not yet have their 

online program.  

INTERVIEWER:  Now they do.  

LYNN SMITH:  Now they do, yes.  In fact, I had started it and then my eye 

flared up again.  So I had to withdraw.  So um, I really wanted to finish and then move back into 

the hospital transition, but it just didn’t work out, for whatever reason.  

INTERVIEWER:  But you have always been able to get a job.  

LYNN SMITH:  Yes, and all of that is because I’ve done so many wonderful 

things, um, that I felt like Georgia Baptist prepared me for.  I learned a lot of different areas.  So 

many of the instructors, um, just said, you know, go for it.  If that’s something you want to do, 

then go after it.  I just feel like I tell people all the time that are thinking about going, “Go back 

to Georgia Baptist, get a good education, and you can do anything that you want to do. You can 

go into any area of nursing that you want to go into. Now they’ve got the BSN to PhD program 

and all the other things to really help nurses in a lot of different ways.” 

And so for me I never felt inadequate.  Sometimes I was scared to death when I was starting 

something new.  But I really felt like the school gave me an incredible foundation for pretty 

much pursuing my career any way that I wanted to make it go.  

INTERVIEWER:  Okay, so just a couple more questions.  I don’t know if you 

remember the seventies but the Vietnam War ended in ’73, and we had all the political issues 

with Nixon and Agnew, and then we had Ford who was never really elected.   And we had 

Jimmy Carter at the end, who was from Georgia, and then we had all those gas wars and inflation 

and all that kind of stuff.   So do you think that any of that economic, political kind of culture 

had any influences on the choices that you made, like to go into nursing, or go to Georgia 

Baptist, or anything surrounding your nursing career at all?  

LYNN SMITH:  Um, not really.  I was always on the path that I had set for 

myself.  My husband and I ended up . . . I got married when I had one last semester to go.  Then 

I put him through school.  His parents could not afford to send him to school.  

INTERVIEWER:  So in a way it did influence . . . ? 

LYNN SMITH:  Yes.  That’s true.  He was working part time and going to 

school full time.  And um, so from that standpoint it did. I got pregnant right away, which we 

were not expecting.   My goal was that within five years I wanted to be able to go back and get 
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my BSN.  Um, so I put my husband through his undergrad and then he also got a master’s degree 

in insurance, so, um, my salary was able to take care of us, plus help him get through school with 

the money that we needed.  So then once I got pregnant and I had three kids, two years apart, 

there was no going back.  

INTERVIEWER:  Did you have twins? 

LYNN SMITH:   No.  I worked all the way through.  I went back to work at 

six weeks with every one of them and they were two years apart.  All of them were two years 

apart.  I was so busy trying to take care of little ones and work, and had management positions, at 

that same time.  David was working a couple of part-time jobs, and when I got pregnant, I had all 

kinds of complications.  I had preeclampsia and then eclampsia, and so I was on bedrest at seven 

months.  That was a tough time, because David was only working part-time. I f it wasn’t for my 

mom and dad kind of stepping in and helping us financially, I don’t know what we would have 

done.  I was on bedrest until I delivered.  So from that standpoint it did affect us, but other than 

that, um, I always kind of . . . I know where I’m headed, most of the time.  And generally I know 

what I would like to do and what I would like to accomplish.  

Um, I still want to finish my BSN and I would love to get my masters, and then teach online 

nursing.  That was my goal when I was at school, before health kind of kicked everything out of 

the way.  That’s still where I want to go, and I’ll get back to it.  I don’t know how long it will 

take me.  Once things calm down with my eye, then I would like to go back and try to do that.  

INTERVIEWER:  One last question.  You’ve kind of already answered this.  

So tell how the education you received at Georgia Baptist facilitated your transition into nursing 

practice.  

LYNN SMITH:  Yeah, I just really felt like there was no other program that 

allowed a nurse to graduate with the number of clinical hours that Georgia Baptist did and 

especially being affiliated with a hospital where you could do and an instructor could look at it 

and decide, this student does this task, whatever.  I just really felt like there was not any other 

program out there that gave anywhere the number of clinical hours and the reputation that 

Georgia Baptist nurses still have.  At that point in time, even during the 70s, Georgia Baptist 

nurses were in high regard.   Um, if you wanted to go looking for a job, you just about were a 

guarantee just because of your background.  I really felt like this was just a phenomenal program.  

That it gave me the foundation that I needed.  Um, it also, I think too, the amount of clinical that 

we did – one of the things you had to do was overcome your fear, and be able to just step into 

doing another task that sometimes you didn’t feel like you were prepared to do but you had to, in 

order to get through that rotation and learn everything that you needed to learn.  Um, I honestly 
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believe there is not a school anywhere like Georgia Baptist and I could not have imagined myself 

going any other place, regardless of loving the hospital because of my dad, and growing up with 

the hospital.  

Um, I grew up during the days when they used to have May Day celebrations over in the gym, so 

there were a lot of things going on over there.  My love of petit fours came from at graduations 

they had petit fours.  I absolutely began to love petit fours because of that. It was all during the 

graduations.  

So, I just really, I wouldn’t, um if anybody that asks me, where should I go to school?  I tell 

them, if you go anywhere else but Georgia Baptist you’re not going to get the education that you 

need.  You’re really not, and I really believe that.  During that time Grady was still –  

INTERVIEWER:  They still had their program.  

LYNN SMITH:  They still had their program.  Piedmont still had their 

program.  Um, so all of those, over about the next ten years, those all went by the wayside.  And 

I really attribute a lot of that to Dr. Gunby and Kathryn Ransbotham . Because I really don’t 

believe there was anybody that had any instructors, any staff that could hold a candle to those 

two ladies.  They’ve given that school an incredible reputation.  And professionalism – I don’t 

really feel like there’s anybody that’s as well trained as we are.  The program has continued to 

make the strides in responding to the needs in the workplace – just like the BSN to PHD . . .  

Dr.Streit . . . previously, Dr. Gunby leading us every step of the way into each part of the 

program that we needed to complete.  I just felt like I really came from a strong background of 

people that I could always rely on and that would always be there if I needed them, if I had a 

question or even after I got out of school I could call and ask questions and still get incredible 

answers.  So I feel pretty good about the education that I got and also it’s quite an honor to be 

affiliated with the school that’s got 7,500 nurses that have graduated from their program.  Now 

Dr. Streit’s leadership continuing what Dr. Gunby had already put in place.  To me it’s exciting, 

especially being involved with the alumni board now.  I get an opportunity to see things much 

sooner than I would have seen them.  It’s incredible, the things the school is continuing to do, the 

number of doctoral candidates, the number of instructors that have their doctorates.  So many of 

them coming in with certifications.  The quality of the staff that they recruit is absolutely bar 

none.  I don’t think anybody else is near that.  I know we’ve got the affiliation with the Georgia 

State Nurse’s Association as well, some of our graduates being over there.  So I think that we’re 

very fortunate to have come out of the program that we did.  I thank the Lord every day that I 

had the opportunity to get to know the instructors and the people that helped solidify my future.  

It also gave me the confidence to move out and sometimes do a thing that was not traditional 

nursing, but still using my nursing skills. I still use them now.  There are things that I come 
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across and say, “What the heck is this?!”   So I’m still learning, still continuing to build on the 

educational background that I have. I think it’s a phenomenal school.  I’m very glad to be an 

alumni. Very glad. 

INTERVIEWER: Well thank you so much.  


